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ILEN’S CHEONGSAM NIGHT ANNUAL PARTY
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ILEN’S PERSON
OF THE YEAR FOR 2018
An outstanding team greatly relies on its
excellent people and their dedicated efforts.
In 2018 we had many distinguished employees
who made great progress and performed to a
high standard. At the annual awards ceremony,
Sally Wang from our Shenzhen Head Office and
Sara Li from Chengdu branch were awarded
“Outstanding Employee Award for 2018”;
Scarlett Zhang, Sibyl Hu, Belinda Du (Chengdu
branch) and Serena Zhang (Changsha branch)
won the “Most Improved Employee for 2018.”
They proved that extraordinary results can be
achieved through everyday work. They
epitomize the iLen ethic and demonstrate the
professionalism, dedication and perseverance
that we all strive for. Our general manager Mr.
Anderson Wang and Operations Manager Ms.
Windy Wu presented certificates, flowers and
prizes to the award winners.
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To the tune of classic songs that evoke old
Shanghai, iLen’s Cheongsam Night themed
annual party kicked off. iLen employees wore
various Republican-period clothes like
cheongsam, changshan and suits for this
nostalgic “Shanghai Night” style party. Colleagues
from the Changsha Branch came to Shenzhen to
participate in the annual party this year, which
made the event a great celebration. And
Chengdu branch also had their own wonderful
Cheongsam Night gala.
In keeping with the “Shanghai Night” theme,

there were song and dance performances in
this style. To familiar music tunes, our
conscientious work colleagues transformed from
their work personas and put on some
intoxicating dance performances, like “Nightlife
In Shanghai,” “Pipaxing,” “Blossom of Women”
and “Rose Rose I love you,” as well as a
humorous, self-written, self-directed drama
called “Lust, Caution.” The shows were
excellent, and the atmosphere became
increasingly electric as time went on. An
exciting raffle brought the party to a climax.
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We were pleased to see that this year’s winners
included both old and new faces. We hope that
these role models will encourage every
employee in their efforts in 2019!
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The annual party is a fantastic celebration for
iLen employees, and every year we celebrate it
in a different way. Our iLen team members
demonstrate excellence outside work as much

“

as during business hours. And as an energetic,
innovative company, our aim is to work
creatively and provide customers with
high-quality, dedicated services.
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I’d like to thank the translators and editors who worked on the email below and the email
(screenshot) attached. These very high-pri emails require short turnaround times and high quality,
as they are directly sent to our resellers, agencies, and clients. As the turnaround is so short, this
type of tasks don’t go through in-house reviews before they are sent out, but the translation quality
barely suffers. We know that our clients are happy with these email updates.
Please pass my appreciation on to the team and thank them for consistently ensuring the
translation quality of our zh_CN marketing content.
-- Jane, Facebook
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